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The year was 1996 (…When I was 22, it was a very good year…).  This
was my first year of post-student life and I was learning the realities of
budgeting for groceries. More importantly, I was learning the fine art of
securing invitations to various homes and functions so that I could budget
less for groceries. At the beginning of that year I decided that the wise
choice would be to eat mostly hot dogs. Most of the name brand hot dogs
that I enjoyed could still be had for less than $3 a package, and many for
half of that.  Not Koegel Viennas, or anything, but usually quality dogs. 
Curious to know just how many frankfurters could be consumed over the
course of a calendar year, I posted a chart on my fridge and would make a
hash mark for each dog eaten. Bread was optional, buns a luxury. The only

necessary mis en place was a battered old sauce pan I’d gotten from my grandfather’s junkyard,
yellow mustard and the dogs themselves. Needless to say, the experiment in cheap protein
sustenance failed miserably. I felt really bad and started to resemble a package of hot dogs. Around
the same time that news reports surfaced about people being stuffed into car trunks  for using the
phrase “Isn’t it ironic? Dontcha’ think?” I gave up the experiment. The chart was showing that I’d
eaten hundreds of hot dogs in just a few months. It was a long time before I tried another one. At
least a month. There is a point to this little ramble down memory lane. Thanks for humoring me.

In the May 18th edition of National Public Radio’s blog Shots, Deborah Franklin writes about new
studies published in Circulation by Harvard researchers suggests that a diet utilizing unprocessed
red meats (“fabricated” meats like steaks, chops and ground, but not processed with added
ingredients to make a wholly other product like lunch meats and hot dogs) may be at least a
somewhat better than eating lots of convenience meats. Researchers are seeking reasons for why
(and how) processed meats like hot dogs, sausages and bologna might lead to more Type II
Diabetes and heart disease. The researchers can’t pinpoint the exact difference and are looking at
everything from the way processed meats are cooked, to the sodium nitrates and high fructose corn
syrup content in them. The short article on Shots is kind of intriguing and I can see in the near future
a backlash against the way food is produced akin to Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle.

In the end, it wasn’t this report that caused me to stop eating hot dogs and lunch meat, but
headaches. Whatever the combination of taste-goods and smell goods is in everything from bacon
to bologna, it was killing me. I wince when I think about 1996, but have moved on to the point that I
try to stay accountable to my body. Running again (the totals I use to stay honest are posted in the
sidebar on each page) and just staying away from a lot of meat in general. It doesn’t matter what the
link to disease is, it only matters what I’m doing about it.
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